This article is one of two parts covering central tendency and variability. The second part will be in a subsequent issue of this publication and will cover normal distribution and *p*-value. Usually, when a set of values of a particular biologic characteristic are examined, the group of values can be characterized precisely and reproducibly in terms of two defining features: the center and a measure of how closely values cluster around the center. The foundation of many statistical techniques seen in the medical literature is based on the aforementioned simple concept applied in a sophisticated manner (e.g., any analysis referencing *p* value, standard deviation (SD), analysis of variance, or *t*-test) ([@CIT0001], [@CIT0002], [@CIT0003]). The terms average, arithmetic mean, median, and mode are all related to central tendency and each defines a concept of center ([@CIT0004]). Similarly, the terms range, SD, standard error, dispersion, error, and noise each defines or characterizes how a group of values is scattered around the center.

We all recognize that there is variability in biological characteristics, e.g., height of individuals, head circumference, and left ventricular stroke volume ([@CIT0005], [@CIT0006]). The human body is a complex, organized biological system. A review of medical research publications reveals countless examples of characteristics that are measured and given a value. Each characteristic can be described, precisely and reproducibly by two derived values, one representing a stable center point and the other the degree of variation around the center.

There are two points to keep in mind when reading this article. First, the general concepts described apply primarily to normally distributed values. Fortunately, many biological variables are normally distributed. Additionally, statistics based on the assumption of normality are encountered frequently in the medical literature. Secondly, values must be randomly selected if one is to apply the concepts described. We will examine the meaning of 'normal distribution' in the second part of this article and the concept of random selection of samples in a later article.

Throughout this article, we will use the example of the red blood corpuscle (RBC) volume to illustrate the presented statistical concepts. The practicing clinician is familiar with the complete blood count (CBC), the average (mean) RBC volume (MCV), and the red cell volume distribution width (RDW). RBCs in humans commonly have an average volume of 80--100 femtoliters (fL), which is considered the normal range. Because size and shape may vary (e.g., ovalocyte, spherocyte, and typical biconcave disc) and the RBC occupies a three-dimensional space, characterization in terms of volume may be preferable to characterization by diameter. Values less than 80 fL are considered microcytic and values greater than 100 fL are considered macrocytic.

Central tendency {#S0002}
================

When a group of biological values is examined, it is common to observe the following: there is variability, the midway point between the high and low values corresponds to the calculated average value, and the calculated average value corresponds to the most frequently observed value. These observations are related to the often-cited mean, median, and mode. The calculated average (sum of values divided by the number of values) is referred to as the mean. The middle value of a series arranged from least to greatest is referred to as the median (e.g., 2 is the median of the series 1, 2, 3), and the most frequently observed value is the mode (e.g., 2 is the mode of the series 1, 2, 2, 3). The mean, median, and mode are commonly observed to be approximately equal ([Fig. 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). The fact that the median value is the middle value in a series corresponds, additionally, to the fact that half of all values will lie below the center and half will lie above the center. The MCV is a measure of the average RBC volume.

![A common pattern of symmetric distribution. The numbers adjacent to the blue diamonds indicate the relative frequency of RBCs of any given volume.](JCHIMP-5-27930-g001){#F0001}

As an example of the above topic, if you consider the cell volumes of a large number of RBCs from a single specimen, with a calculated average volume of 90 fL (MCV), you will expect to find variation between the volumes of RBCs. About half of the RBCs will have a volume below the MCV and vice versa (the mean is equal to the median). And the most frequently observed RBC volume will be at or close to the MCV (the mean is equal to the mode).

The central value tends to be predictably stable and can be used as a reliable identifying characteristic. For example, if one looked at two blood specimens and the MCVs were markedly different, it would be correct to surmise that the specimens were likely from different patients or from the same patient at two different points in time (e.g., before and after transfusion) ([@CIT0007]).

Variability {#S0003}
===========

The more variable a specimen is, the further values tend to be spread away from the center and, hence, are more dispersed. Variability may be referred to as dispersion. Because the center may be considered as the true target value, variability may be referred to as error, buzz, or noise. When a sample of values is thought to represent a normal distribution, the preferred measure of variability is the 'standard deviation'. As the SD increases so does the variability.

It is useful to know the variability of measured values. Variability, in this context, is a measure of how close the values lie to the center. Measuring the distance from the least to the greatest in a group of values is a simple and useful measure of variability. This distance or spread of values is referred to as the 'range'. Consider this example of two blood specimens, each having an MCV of 90 fL. Specimen 1 has RBCs with volumes ranging between 30 and 150 fL. Specimen 2 has RBCs with volumes ranging between 70 and 110 fL. The difference between the cell of greatest and least volume is 120 fL (150 − 30) in specimen 1 and 40 fL (110 − 70) in specimen 2. The volumes of RBCs in specimen 2 tend to be closer to the MCV; hence, specimen 2 demonstrates less variability compared to specimen 1 ([Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Comparing [Figs. 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, it is easy to see that the graphical representation appears wider as the variability increases. Variability, like the central value, is a precise and reproducible identifying characteristic. Similar to the example provided in Central Tendency, when two blood specimens have markedly different variability in RBC volume, it suggests that the specimens come from different patients, different times, or different circumstances ([@CIT0008], [@CIT0009]).

![Two groups may have the same center and yet be different. When examining such figures as [Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, note that the wider the curve (the bell), the more variable the population. The RBC specimen represented in this figure has the same average volume (90 fL) as [Fig. 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}; however, it demonstrates less variability. The fact that the variability is less in [Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} means that the SD is also less, since the SD is a measure of variability. Note that the range in [Fig. 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} is about 120 fL (30--150) and in [Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} is about 40 fL (70--110). Variation is a stable and useful identifier. 'Normal distribution' will be defined in the second part of this article.](JCHIMP-5-27930-g002){#F0002}

The CBC characterizes each specimen in terms of the variability of RBC volume. The RDW is the measure of variability reported on the CBC. It is reported as a percent$$\text{RDW} = \text{SD\ of\ RBC\ volume} \div \text{MCV} \times 100$$

In the example described above, the RDW of specimen 2 would be less than the RDW of specimen 1. The SD is a measure of variability and the RDW incorporates the SD into its calculation. The RDW may be impacted by various disease states and therefore may be useful in the diagnostic evaluation ([@CIT0010], [@CIT0011]).

Main points {#S0004}
===========

Any set of measured values can be characterized in terms of its center and range of values, the range being a measure of variability.

The range is characterized by the span between the least value and the greatest value.

Variability is conveniently characterized by a measure of SD when a set of values is normally distributed.
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